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MATERIALS

AVERAGE TIME CHALLENGE LEVEL

3

HOURS

Santa & Rudoph need their own plates!

TREATS FOR SANTA &
RUDOLPH - SET

 

 

 
CMM67 - Snowflake

CMM19-Banana Boat

CMM31-Licorice

CMM12 - Mocha Java

CMM90 - Red Hot

CMM93 - London Fog

CMM27 - Kiwi

CMM8 - Basil

CMM68 - Beachcomber

CMM72 - Sahara

CMM69 - Carrot Juice

CMM18 - Pumpkin Pie

 

 

CCX151 Coupe Dinner Plate-Santa

CCX150 Coupe Salad Plate-Rudy

Small Round Brush

Liner Brush

NCR (Clay Carbon) Tracing Paper 

Treats for Santa Pattern

Treats for Rudolph Pattern 

 

 

COLORS

X
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TIPS

INSTRUCTIONS

Press hard on your pen/pencil when using the NCR paper to make sure the image is

transferring. Peek under before you remove to see if you missed any spots.

The outline doesn't need to be perfect! Make it messy on purpose, it's cute!

Add a little water to your Licorice before painting on the outline and words, it helps the

paint flow better. 

Paint on your words in multiple strokes of the brush, not the same way you would use a

pen.  This will help keep the brush from flopping around. 

 Use the NCR paper to trace your cookies onto your dinner plate and your

carrots onto your salad plate. 

Apply 3 coats of Carrot Juice to the carrots with a small round brush.

Use a liner brush to apply one heavy coat of Kiwi to the stem in the front. 

 Then again to apply one heavy coat of Basil to the stem in the back. 

 Highlight each stem with the opposite green.

Shade the back carrot by adding Pumpkin Pie to the bottom half, this will

separate it from the front carrot.

Paint the edge of the cookies using one coat of Sahara on your liner brush.

Then fill in your elements using your desired color.  We did 1-2 heavy coats

of paint:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

       - Snowflake: trim on the hat, mustache, trim on the stocking. 

       - Kiwi: base of tree

       - Beachcomber: face and lip (mix in a dot of Red Hot for the nose)

       - Red Hot: hat, garland, stocking

       - Mocha Java: tree stump 

       - London Fog: beard, then add some dabs of Snowflake

       - Banana Boat: star

   7. Trace the words onto the plate using NCR paper.  Then use your liner 

       brush to outline everything and apply the words. 

   8. Use the back of the brush to apply the dots to the border.  We used both

       greens and red.  Start with one color and leave random amounts of 

       space between them as you go around.  Continue with other colors. 


